
With rising fuel prices it is increasingly important 
that irrigation systems apply water uniformly in 
order to achieve maximum benefit from the water 
applied. When irrigation systems are used to apply 
fertilizers and pesticides, application uniformity be-
comes even more critical. Consequently, it is impor-
tant for center pivot owners and operators to periodi-
cally check the uniformity of their systems.

The uniformity of water application under a center 
pivot is determined by setting out cans or rain gauges 
along the length of the pivot, bringing the irrigation 
system up to proper operating pressure, and letting 
the system pass over them (Figure 1). Record the 
distance from the center of the pivot and the amount 
of water collected for each can or gauge. From 
this information, a coefficient of uniformity can be 
calculated. The coefficient of uniformity is usually 
expressed as a percentage. Interpretation of these 
values is presented later.

Figure 1. Catch cup layout using 16-ounce drink cups ss 
collection devices.

Methods and Formulas

A number of methods/formulas can be used for 
determining application uniformity. Certain methods 
are preferred for different types of irrigation systems. 
For a center pivot irrigation system, the easiest and 
most widely used method/formula is the Christiansen 
Uniformity coefficient. The mathematical equation 
for the Christiansen Uniformity coefficient is:

CU = 100 [1 - (A/B)]

CU is the Christiansen Coefficient; A is the sum of 
the absolute value of the deviation of the average 
catch cup value from each individual catch cup data 
point, and B is the sum of the catch cup observations.

A second method/formula specifically for center piv-
ots is the Heerman and Hein Uniformity coefficient. 
It is the method recommended by the American Soci-
ety of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ANSI/
ASAE S436.1). It is very mathematically involved 
and requires the use of a computer in most cases. 
Computers are, however, becoming more common-
place, and software (both free and for sale) is avail-
able that can do the lengthy and involved calcula-
tions for you. You can even use the readily available 
spreadsheet programs on most home computers to 
develop your own data analysis.

The University of Georgia Department of Biologi-
cal and Agricultural Engineering has a free software 
program available called ISAAC (Irrigation System 
Analysis and Computation). You can download a 
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Rain gauges, 16-ounce drink cups or other containers 
of uniform size may be used to perform a uniformity 
test. If rain gauges are used, the amount collected 
may be recorded directly in inches. If other contain-
ers are used, the volume collected can be determined 
by pouring the contents into a small graduated cylin-
der calibrated in milliliters. This volume can then be 
converted to inches of depth by measuring the inside 
diameter (in inches) of the top of a round container 
and calculating a conversion factor as follows:

C.F. = 12.87 x D x D

C.F. is the conversion factor and D is the inside 
diameter of the catch cup in inches. By dividing 
the amount of water collected in milliliters by this 
conversion factor, the depth in inches may be deter-
mined.

Performing the Test

The basic materials necessary to perform a unifor-
mity test are catch containers, tape measure or roll 
tape, stopwatch, flags to assist in last tower speed 
measurement, liquid measuring device (if not us-
ing rain gauges), and a worksheet (like the one on 
the next page) to record the data. Also, the agencies 
mentioned earlier could have these materials avail-
able for loan or they could help you perform the test.

Set out cans or rain gauges in a straight line from the 
pivot point. This line of gauges should be about 30 
to 45 degrees “ahead” of the direction that the pivot 
will travel so water will not enter the gauges during 
initial pivot startup. Place the first gauge about 150 
to 200 feet from the pivot point. It is not necessary 
to place gauges any closer to the pivot point than this 
because the uniformity under the first tower is usu-
ally not good, and the area represented is small (less 
than 3 acres). Place gauges no more than 50 feet 
apart from this beginning point. It is recommended 
that the gauge spacing be comparable to the sprin-
kler spacing on the pivot. A 10-to 30-foot spacing is 
usually preferred. Placing the gauges closer together 
provides a more accurate representation of the 

(continued on back page)

copy at: www.cpes.peachnet.edu/kharrison/. Then 
click on “ISAAC Uniformity Program.”

Other sources such as the Natural Resource Conser-
vation Service (NRCS), Soil and Water Conservation 
Commission (SWCC), Resource Conservation and 
Development (RC&D) agencies, your local county 
extension agent, or a private crop consultant could 
also have access to computer software to perform the 
calculations.

You may decide that the calculations (whether from 
ISAAC or your own spreadsheet development) are 
just too cumbersome. If this is the case, a simple 
plot of the data will reveal the places along the pivot 
where “high” or “low” application Figure 1. Catch 
cup layout using 16-ounce drink cups amounts occur. 
Actual plots of data collected are shown in Figures 2 
and 3 to illustrate this point.

Figure 2 is an example of a system where only cer-
tain sprinklers need attention. The calculated unifor-
mity coefficient was 83 percent (see table at end of 
discussion for more explanation of interpreting the 
uniformity coefficient). While this coefficient is ac-
ceptable, it could still be improved by correcting the 
high application at/near the 700-foot distance and the 
low application beyond 1,100 feet. When this correc-
tion was made, the uniformity coefficient improved 
to 89 percent.

Figure 2. Plot of uniformity data with minor nozzle prob-
lems.

Figure 3 is an example of a system that needs new 
nozzles or sprinklers to correct the uniformity prob-
lem. The “high” and “low” application amounts 
are at several locations along the system, making 
individual sprinkler replacement too involved. The 
calculated uniformity coefficient for this system 
was 81 percent. The recommendation was made to 
“renozzle” the system, since any further change in 
application would probably result in a uniformity 
coefficient below 80 percent.

Figure 3. Plot of uniformity data with major nozzle prob-
lems.
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Uniformity Data Sheet
Name: Measured/Estimated Flow Rate:
Farm Name: Measured/Estimated Pressure:
Address: End gun arc setting (degrees):
City, State, Zip: Leaks Observed: Yes No Describe below.
County: Distance to last tower (A):
Phone: E-mail: Length of Overhang (B):

FIELD DATA End gun water throw (C):
Estimated Acres: Radius of throw of sprinkler at last tower (D):
Estimated End Gun Acres: Last tower travel speed (E) feet in ___________ 

minutes and _______________ secondsSoil Type:
Slope: Percent Timer Setting:
Tillage: Gauge Diameter (cm) or description:
Normal Crop Rotations: Distance to first gauge:

SYSTEM INFO/SPECS Gauge spacing:
Manufacturer:
Operation: Day Night Both
Age of system: Age of Sprinkler:
Sprinkler Type:
23 Degree impact 6 or 12 degree impact
Spray on Top Spray on drop
Has End Gun Shutoff: Yes No
Shutoff Works: Yes No

Gauge Volume Gauge Volume Gauge Volume Gauge Volume Gauge Volume Gauge Volume
1 16 31 46 61 76
2 17 32 47 62 77
3 18 33 48 63 78
4 19 34 49 64 79
5 20 35 50 65 80
6 21 36 51 66 81
7 22 37 52 67 82
8 23 38 53 68 83
9 24 39 54 69 84
10 25 40 55 70 85
11 26 41 56 71 86
12 27 42 57 72 87
13 28 43 58 73 88
14 29 44 59 74 89
15 30 45 60 75 90

Describe Leaks Observed:



application uniformity. If the end gun will be operat-
ing, extend the placing of cans about 150 feet past 
the end gun. This will ensure that gauges are located 
under the full throw of the end gun.

Once the gauges are in place, bring the pivot up to 
normal operating pressure and then operate (forward 
or reverse direction) to pass over the gauges com-
pletely. The speed of the pivot (percentage timer 
setting) is not important. Operation at the normal 
percentage timer setting, however, will tell the opera-
tor whether the system is applying the amount of 
water that is desired. Remember that performing a 
uniformity test on a hot, dry, windy day may result 
in evaporation losses as high as 25 percent. If time 
is critical, the uniformity test may be performed at 

a higher percentage timer setting. This will allow 
the pivot to pass over the gauges more quickly. As 
the pivot is moving, walk the length of the pivot and 
look for leaks and sprinklers that may not be rotating 
or operating properly. Make a note of these locations 
on the back of the data sheet. These notes will help 
you make recommendations for improvements.

After the pivot has passed over the gauges, the fol-
lowing work sheet may be used to record the dis-
tance of each gauge from the pivot and the depth 
or volume of water collected in each gauge. When 
calculating the uniformity coefficient, disregard all 
gauges at the end of the system in which the volume 
of water collected begins to drop drastically.

Basic Interpretation of Uniformity Coefficients
(can be applied to either Christiansen or Heerman & Hein calculations)

 90 to 100 — Excellent; no changes required.
 85 to 90 — Good; no changes required unless a problem area is obvious.
 80 to 85 — Fair; no improvements needed but system should be monitored closely.
 Below 80 — Poor; improvements needed, particularly if chemicals are to be injected.

Possible Causes of Poor Uniformity
Common Problems Correction Measures
Clogged nozzles Remove and clean nozzles.
Sprinklers not turning Repair sprinklers. Could also be caused by inadequate pressure.
Inadequate system pressure** Increase pressure if possible.
Elevation differences Pressure regulators may be required.
Sprinkler in wrong order** Obtain computer printout from manufacturer and install sprinklers correctly.
End gun not adjusted properly Adjust part circle stops on end gun.
Wrong end gun nozzle** Place correct nozzle on end gun.
Worn nozzles Replace sprinkler nozzles.
Excessive wind* Check uniformity while wind velocity is low.
Excessive water in cup Look for possibility of water “channeling” down pivot support structure or a leak at that 

location.
* It is not recommended to conduct a uniformity catch can test when wind velocities exceed 10 mph. Winds should be 

less than 5 mph to obtain representative results.
** These items may need irrigation dealer input.
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